
 

APPLICATION PROCESS – Impact Côte d’Ivoire XI  

January 30 - February 13, 2021 

 

We are excited to that you have a desire to serve with the 1040 Initiative on our project to Cote d’Ivoire. 
Below you will find important information regarding the application, fees, and deadlines.  
 

 Deadline submitting your completed application: August 1, 2020  
 Once the deadline has passed and we have had time to review all the applications, we will notify you via 

email as to the next steps in the process. Tentatively, mid-late August. 
 Approximate project cost: $?* (We are still working to finalize cost. With the airlines not flying into ABJ yet, 

we have not been able to get an accurate cost to make the final decision on total trip cost. However, it will 
include airfare, traveler’s insurance and in country expenses (food, lodging and transportation). Fee does 
not include passport fees, immunizations and visa requirements for entry into the country. 

 Payments will be due in two (2) installments with the first one being $1700 due on September 15th. The 
second payment and remaining balance will be due on October 15th. 

 Missed Payments:  If payment is missed in any payment month, you will be released of your spot on the 
team. 

 If selected for the team, you will receive an orientation manual and instructions on what your next step 
will be with 1040i. If selected for the team your first payment will be due within a month of acceptance. 
Please plan accordingly. 

 
Special Circumstances: 
If you are selected for the team and decide, you are no longer able to be on the team you will receive a refund 
of the fees you have paid minus administrative expenses, food costs and any deposits made with the airlines. 
However, should you make this decision after your ticket is purchased you will have to go through the 
traveler’s insurance company to apply for a refund assuming your reason for your cancellation fall under their 
policy. 
                                                       
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to email us at sabrina@1040i.org or call 405-
366-1040. 
 
Thank you for your interest in 1040i. We could not do what we do without you volunteering to be a part of 
Impact Côte d’Ivoire. 
 
You can visit us on the web at 1040i.org, Facebook.com/1040i, @1040i, #1040i 
 
 
*Cost may increase depending on airfare rates. Team members will be notified as soon as possible if a change 
in fee occurs. 
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